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THE PRESIDENrS PAGE
Lehoy T. Laase
Your President wishes to extend a personal invitation to you and vour
chapter to attend the Sixth Annual Delta Signia Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha Con
ference to be held at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, April
7, 8 and 9, 1969. This is the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday following
Easter Sunday. Registiation will be held the evening of April 6. Head
quarters for the Conference will be the Continuing Education Center on
the East Campus, 33rd and Holdrege Streets. If the Nebraska State Uni-
cameral Legislature is in recess, we hope to hold some of the Congress events
at the State Capitol Building, which is one of the most beautiful state capitol
buildings in the nation. Because it will be Easter Vacation, the entire Campus
will be available for contest facilities. The Continuing Education Ccnter
will provide numerous Conference Rooms and Housing for many of the dele
gates. It is but a short drive from the Center to motels in the area for those
who plan to drive and stay in the neighboring motels. Food service is avail
able in the Center, More specific infoiTnation on the Conference facilities,
schedule, housing accommodations and transportation will be miiiled to
each chapter by Dr. Austin Freeley, Conference Committee Chairman and
Dr. Donald Olson, Tomnament Director. In the meantime, wc suggest
that you put the dates on your forensic calendar and plan to budget for the
trip to Nebraska.
De.spite the riots in Washington, D.C. following the Martin Luther King
assassination, the Society experienced a quiet and highly .successful National
Conference in Washington, D.C. last year. On the Friday evening prior to
the Conference, most of the Officers and several other members of the
National Council were in attendance at the Central States Speech Conven
tion in Chicago. When the rioting broke out in Wa.shington, D.C., the ques
tion arose as to whether or not we should go ahead witli the Conference as
planned. Many chapters were already enroute. A quick check with re
sponsible public officials in Washington revealed that in their judgment, if
the delegation would stick to the George Washington University Campus
by day and the Willard Hotel during the evenings and nights, we should
encounter no serious difficulties. Every chapter Wiis still on its own to make
the decision as to whether or not they would attend. Only a few cancelled.
Under the most able direction of Dr. George Henigan, George Washington
University and Tournament Direotor, a highly successful Conference was
held. Eric Sevareid, Speaker of the Year, despite his heavy emergency
schedule during that week, did speak at the National Conference banquet
and was highly appreciated by those present. Your President wishes to
express his appreciation to George Henigan, the National Conference Com
mittees, Council Members and Officers, and especially to the liighh- responsi
ble students and theii- Directors who cooperated in holding the Washington,
D.C. Conference without any major incident.
At the Washington Conference, a major bu.siness matter was acting on the
status of delinquent chapters—those who had not initiated any new mem
bers, attended any of the National Conference, sent in their annual chapter
reports or otherwise maintained communication with the National Secretary's
Office, with few exceptions .since the merger of the two Societies. Regret
fully, seventeen chapters were deactivated and dropped from tlie rolls;
seventeen others were given one year to re-activate. (See National Council
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Minutes, May 1968, Speaker and Gavel for listing of chapters.) All de
linquent chapters had been previously warned of their possible deactivation,
and the Society is pleased that nine of the original 43 dehnquent chapters
took steps during die interim to re-estabhsh themselves in good standing.
Those chapters deactivated or given one more year in which to re-estabhsh
themselves have aU been notified as to what they need to do to reactivate
their chapter or regain good standing. Essentially, this involves: the main
tenance of an active forensic program, the election and initiation of new
members when they quahfy, and that the Chapter sponsor meet the minimum
responsibihty of filing the annual chapter reports (now overdue—is yours
in?) with the National Secretary.
We sincerely hope to see most chapters in attendance at the forthcoming
National Conference at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, April
6-9. Since the National Conferences are planned on a rotating geographic
basis, we especially hope to see every chapter from the Central and Western
States areas. For those of you who live in the East, I would plead with you
to remember that it is no further from where you hve to Lincoln than it was
from the Midwest and West to Washington, D.C. The public transportation
into Lincoln by air, train and bus is excellent. For those of you who drive,
Lincoln is on Interstate 80. Make your travel plans and reservations early.
Welcome to Lincoln and the 1969 National Conference.
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS: 1969
Nominations are now being encouraged for the Distinguished Alumni
Awards for 1969. These awards are intended for alumni of DSR-TKA (or
of DSR or of TKA) who have been outstanding in their profession as well
as those who have been inteUigent, responsible, and effective speakers. Six
copies of each nomination and supporting material should be mailed to the
chairman of the Distinguished Alumni Committee, Lilhan R. Wagner, De
partment of Speech, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613.
They should reach her by Dec. 16, 1968. (For further details concerning
this award, see Speaker and Gavel, Noyember, 1967, pp. 39-40.)
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ANTI-WAR RHETORIC AND THE PARIS
PEACE TALKS
David H. Smith
Throughout their analysis of President Johnson's Vietnam Address in
the May Speaker and Gavel Brock and Scott consider its impact on the
possibility' of serious negotiations to end the Vietnam war. WMe we now
know that that speech did ultimately lead to the current Paris talks, some
question remains as to whether those talks can be termed "serious" nego
tiation. Brock and Scott argue that North Viebiam would be likely to stall
any negotiations until after the inauguration of a new United States ad
ministration. The question of what constitutes a serious bargaining strategy-
aside, their prediction seems to have been accurate. Few Americans are
likely to view the Paris activities as progress toward settlement. Whether
or not tliis will change dramatically in January is, of course, another que.stion.
My purpose here is not to examine the Brock and Scott article point by
point. I propose, rather, to deal with the assumption, only indirectly stated
in their article, that there is a relationship between political rhetoric in the
United States and the likelihood of a negotiated settlement in Southeast
Asia. I will consider the strategic nature of negotiation, the relevance of
typical American assumptions about negotiation, and, finaUy, the impact of
anti-war rhetoric on the Paris negotiations.
Negotiation is, fiist of all, a decision-making system based on tactics. The
element of conflict which is part of the relationship between the parties
requires the implementation of strategies designed to exact the most favorable
terms from one's opponent with the least cost to oneself. The sole coristiaint
on the use of tactics is the possible failure of the parties to reach a mutually
acceptable settlement, thus forfeiting the advantages of settlement and con
tinuing the costs of the unsettled relationship.
Two important strategic problems face the negotiator: 1. Shall he invoke
a "hard" or "soft" bargaining strategy? 2. How can he obtain and use in
formation about minimum dispositions?
The first strategic problem relates to how conciliatory or adamant his
pose will be. If the negotiator chooses a "hard" strategy, he will make large
demands very firmly, be quite unyielding and bring great pressure to bear on
his opponent. In so doing he increa.ses his chances for a more favorable
settlement, but he risks a greater clumce that his opponent will cease to
bargain and become willing to endure the costs of no settlement. If he
chooses the "soft" strategy, he places a high value on achieving agreement
and on developing alternative solutions which are not initially apparent.
Since the soft strategy empha,sizes obtaining agreement rather than specific
demands, it leaves the negotiator vulnerable. If one party chooses a hard
strategy and the second a soft .strategy, the first party enjoys a large ad
vantage, gaining the benefit of the hard strategy^ without its risk. The soft
strategy can succeed only if both parties use it; but if one thinks his opponent
may use a soft strategy, then the hard approach becomes the most advanta
geous tactic. If, on the other hand, one is not sure his opponent will use a
soft strategy, one cannot afford to chance a soft approach himself. The result
is a virtual prisoner's dilemma. The hard stiutegy is overwhelmingly the
Dr. Smith is an assistant professor in the Department of Speech, Communica
tion, and Tlieatre Arts at the University of Minnesota.
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more attractive tactic.' Only in the presence of con.siderable trust or in the
face of horrendous consequence such as nuclear war can soft strategies be
employed.
The second strategic problem involves the minimum disposition, the
least favorable settlement a party is willing to accept. A party will prefer
ni)t to agree rather than settle on terms less favorable than his minimum
disposition. Since the most either party can attain is a settlemcmt which is
identical with his opponent's minimum disposition, information as to what
con.stitutes the opponent's minimum disposition is of great strategic value.
If the first party can detennine what terms comprise the least favorable
settlement the second will accept, the first can aim his hard tactics at those
terms, again confident that he has lessened the risk of no settlement inherent
in the hart! strateg\'. At the same time as he attempts to determine his
opponent's minimum disposition, however, the negotiator must take eare not
to reveal his own. As a result the claims and demands of negotiating parties
are frcfjuently distorted to obscure rather than reveal the nature of what
settlement tenns are acceptable. Demands must always be far greater than
that which will ultimately ])e accepted in order to maintain the hard strategy -
The above consideraticms lie at ibe heart of the problem of low credibility
of negotiators' statements. Tactical considerations require that the parties
lie, so obser\'ei"S and interpreters are forced to examine actions rather than
words. The negotiators' arguments are ignored in favor of speculation about
the significance of the length of coffee breaks.
The above analysis of the tactical choices of negotiators is, of course, loo
static. In practice strategies are not hard or soft, but harder or softer. State
ments are not always completely untrue, lor some exchange of relial)le in
formation is necessary for the mere maintenance of negotiations, let alone
minimal progress toward a solution. Minimum dispositions are subject to
change. But tactical pressures of negotiation do create forces pressing toward
firmness and distortion. The.se are eouiitere<l only by the costs of continuing
without a settlement.
For much of the American public, negotiation as an important public
decision-making system is most often linked with labor-management bargain
ing. Last-minute strike-avoiding agieements are fre<|uently newsworthy, and
negotiated settlements which end walkouts rale licadlines, even on the
sports page. Labor negotiations generally succeed in reaching agreements.
Compared t<} contract negotiations which succeed without strikes, those in
which strikes are called are few, mid most strikes are brief. Although many
citizens may find strikes wasteful, ihoy do get settled by negotiation in a
relatively short time. To Americans negotiation is a decision-making system
which operates under certain niles of fair play and which, while it may
bring some inflationar\- i>rcssurcs, usualh works reasonalily well. M'hen we
are told that negotiations offer a way to end the Vietnam war. we are likely
to think of negotiations in tenns of our most freciuent experience, collective
bargaining.
International negotiation, however, differs in at least four fundamental
ways from collective bargaining.
' For a more thnrongh discussion of the hard and soft jiosilions see Richard B.
Walton and Robert B, McKersie, "Bargaining Dilemmas in ML\ed-Motive Decision
Making," Bchaviornl Science, vol. 11, #5 (December 1966).
- For a more thorough discussion of the minimum disposition problem see David
H. .Smith, "Communication and Negotiation," in Comnuuiifflfiorj Spccfnim, ed. Lee
Thuyer, Milwaukee: NSSC, IfJ68.
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First of all, collecdve bargaining operates tinder a contract expiration
deadline with the governmental requirement that the parties bargain in good
faith. Neither a deadline nor the requirement for good faith bargaining
exists in Paris. A deadline changes the tactical mix. The deadline marks
the time when costs increase. Although the talks in Paris differ from the
familiar model of collective bargaining, American war critic-s have proposed
negotiation as the means to end our involvement in Vietnam. As a deadline
approaches, negotiators become more willing to reveal information and less
willing to risk tlie failure to settle. Last-minute labor agreements are so
common that they are no longer surprising, but rather expected. International
negotiations, by contrast, do not have a fixed deadline which coerces the
parties to bargain. Increa.sed costs for not settling are not associated with
a particular point in time. Consequently, international negotiations are
mucli more likely to be protracted than are negotiations under the system
most familiar in the United States.
A second difference between collective bargaining and diplomacy is that
the strike is a specific, virtually inevitable, niutualK' punishing consequence
of not agreeing. The strike is a highly credible threat. There is little doubt
that it will occur at a certain time, that it will bring dramatically increcised
costs to both sides, and that it can be avoided only by the softening of
strategy and decreasing of deception. No similar threat exists in tlic Paris
talks. No tlireat is built into the system. If, for example, the United States
threatens to use nuclear weapons in North N'ietnam, the North Vietnamese
are not likely to believe that the threat is sincere, and their anticipated dis
belief renders an attempt to use sueli a threat useless as a lever to .soften the
North Vietnamese tactics. All suclx threats are arbitrary and depend on
specific acts by the parties rather than on the normal functioning of the
system. Furthermore, world opinion constrains deliberate acts to pumsh
the other party, and such acts are likely to provide him with an attractive
propaganda opportunity which necessitates his withdrawal from the bargain
ing table. Finally, the strike harais both parties and, con.sequently, provides
pressure on both, whereas a unilateral act punishes only one side and, as
sucli, is seen as part of a hard strategy by one party rather than a pressure
for softening by both.
The third difference between the talks in Paris and labor negotiation
is that in collecdve bargaining there is a convention of reciprocal concessions.
Both parties assume an exchange of concessions, imd opening positions
clearly contain demands included for trading pnrpose.s j)nly.^ The opening
liigh demands arc viewed by Americans only ius a prelude to a scaling down
through concessions to a set of mutually acceptable teniis. Communist nego
tiators, on the other hand, do not generally follow the concession trading
convention. As in Korea, they tend to offer a position and argue it firmly
for a long time. Concessions by their opponents do not bring reciprocal
concessions. As a result, systematic progress toward agreement is not ap
parent to observers, but rather the Communists appear not to be bargaining
in good faith.
The fourth important difference between labor relations and inteniational
relations is that labor relations require a much clo.ser working relationship
between the parties after the agreement. The contract must be administered
Interesting in this regard Is the National Labor Relations Board's ruling that
the "final offer first" strategy of "Boulwarism" used by General Electric which
eschewed the trading of concession, was a failure to bargain in good faith and
hence an unfair Ial)or practice.
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day by day and a new conti-act negotiated periodically. This continuing
relationship constrains the parties from bargaining behavior which will de
stroy that relationship. But North Vietnam and the United State.s will not
have the same kind of day-to-day relationship; consequently the constraints
against invccti\e and bad faith bargaining are much less. Concern for the
continuing relationship does not soften international bargaining strategy.
While man\- Americans think of negotiations as a reliable and not con
spicuously inefficient decision system, on an inteniational level, as in Paris,
the forces which counter the tendencies to hard strategy and deception are
much weaker than tiiey arc in tiie familiar model of collective bargaining.
Although the talks in Paris differ from the familiar model of collective
bargaining. American war critics have proposed negotiation as the means to
end our involvement in Vietnam. The rhetoric of Vietnam war critics in the
United States began before the 1964 Tonkin Gulf Resolution, but it widened
its appeal to increa.sing numbers of politically moderate Americans following
Eugene McCarthy's entry into the i^residential Cimipaign. McCarthy's show
ing in the Minnesota precinct caucuses and tlie New Hampshire primars'
brought Robert Kennedy into the presidential race and, ultimately, forced
Lvndon Johnson out. The arguments which produced these changes were
clearly problem centered. Vietnam, it was argued, costs too much in lives
and dollars, diverts the attention of the nation from critical problems hero
at home, divides the generations and races, sacrifices the nation's moral lead
ership and world position, gives the military undue influence in American
life, sets a tone of violence through television coverage of the war, puts the
United States on the side <if exploitative governments and against the popu
lar wiU in underdeveloped countries, and robs us of the ability to respond
flexibly to problems in other parts of the world. \Vhcii advocates, whether
on the public platform or in the suburban living room, were pressed for a
solution to the \uetnam problem few mentioned unilateral withdrawal. Most
talked about letting the South Victname.sc do more of the fighting hut finally
settled the issue by invoking the prospect of a negotiated settlement. Some
proposed settlements they wojild find desirable, but these were to be ob
tained. of course, at tlie bargaining table.
At this writing the peace movement has failed to nominate a major party
candidate for the presidency, and the Paris talks continue without any indi
cation of substantial progress in the nem" future. Many doves may find
partial satisfaction in L)mdon Johnson's absence from the presidential race,
in the anti-uar sentiment revealed in the polls and primaries, and in the
siib.stantial peace vote on the Democratic platform report in Chicago. But
anti-war rhetoric cannot be judged a major success on the basis of its impact
on the national political scene. The new politics may have eliminated the
unit rule in Texas, but it has not given the American people a presidential
choice wliich promises a real change in Vietnam.
Tlie larger goal was, of course, not just political victory, but peace. Has
the rhetoric of doves been any more sncccs.sful in achieving an end to the
fighting in Soulhea.st Asia? The pressure of the peace movement uiupiestion-
ahl\- innuenced L\ ndnn Johnson's successful effort to begin talks last spring.
But have the persuasive efforts of the anti-war speakers made a negotiated
settlement more likely? To answer this question we must look not at the
American public as the primary audience, but at the North Vietnamese, If
one olijective of the peace movement was to enable the United States to end
its \'ietnamese involvement through a negotiated settlement and if the move
ment had failed to nominate a potentially dovish administration as a means
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to that goal, then one could speculate on the direct effect of the anti-war
rhetoric on the Paris negotiations themselves.
If the North Vietnamese face the two tactical questions mentioned eiirlier,
how hard a negotiating stance to maintain and how much to reveal about
the tenns they are really willing to accept, then anti-war rhetoric in the
United States may have decreased rather than increased the likelihood of a
negotiated settlement. The doves focused on the problems \'ietnam created
for the United Slates and offcrcxl negotiation as a solution clearly with more
hope than realism. International bargaining does not have the same built
in forces toward quick solution as the more familiar collective bargaining
system, Rather, the pressure for .softening strategies comes from the costs
of continuing without a .settlement. How have these pressures been affected
by the peace movement?
Ground action doe.sn't take place in North \'ietnam, only part of the
fighting is done by North Vietnamese, and weapons and supplies come from
Russia and China. It is difficult to assess the war's impact on North
Vietnam, but she has apparently found herself able to sustain the costs
involved in her single inteniational commitment. The limitation on American
bombing that came witli President Johnson's peace move last spring reduced
those costs. A complete elimination of bombing in the Nortli as advocated
In the peace plank debated at the Democratic convention would reduce them
further. Just how much bombing hurts North Vietnam we don't know, but a
reduction in the cost of not settling can hardly be regarded as a pressure
likely to soften North Vietnamese bargaining strategy.
In deciding how hard or soft a strategy to invoke, the wise negotiator
anticipates the likely posture of his opponent. If his opponent appears likely
to soften his position, the best strategy is to remain firm rather than to .soften
in return. What itifluence can wide.spread support for positions softer than
Mr. Harriman's have? Clearly when no deadline makes time pressure im
portant and when costs of not settling are not being increased, the possi-
bilit>' of further United States .softening is worth waiting for. If Lyndon
Johnson has responded once to dove pressure by limiting bombing, i.sn't it
probable that he will respond again? And as more and more Americans
become persuaded by anti-war problem-centered arguments, such a line of
reasoning must become more and more persuasive to the North Vietnamese.
Brock and Scott argued that North Vietnam would not bargain seriously unti]
a new administration is in office. They apparently mean by serions bargain
ing the softening of the North Vietnamese bargaining position. But if there
were any prospect tliat the new administration would be headed by a peace
candidate with a promise to keep to end the war, North Vietnam might need
to soften little at all. Such a prospect would be doubly worth waiting for,
particularly if the costs of not settling are not unbearable and increasing.
Thus ill regard to the Paris negotiations, the impact of the anti-war
rhetoric in the U. S. is ironic. The more succe.ssful that rhetoric is in per
suading Americans that the war sliould not continue, the more difficult be
comes the task of securing the compromise solution from the North Viet
namese that the doves want so badly.
The tenn "negotiated settlement" is, of course, ambiguous. The fact that
George Wallace, Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey, and Eugene McCarthy
all favor a negotiated settlement demonstrates that the term is higli on the
abstiaction ladder. If the doves do not mean some compromise which
achieves at least some of the United States' policy goals, but rather a virtual
unilateral \\ ithdrawal. then the result of their success is not as likely to be
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ironic. If Americans become increasingly eager to get out of Vietnam and
if as a result North Vietnam continues to be unyielding, then perhaps the
nation will become more willing to accept a unilateral withdrawal and the
administration will also become wilhng to settle for simply pulling out.
Some doves undoubtedly mean unilateral withdrawal when they say nego
tiated settlement, but it takes a cynical analysis indeed to read this intention
into the actions of the majority of an idealisic group so dedicated to "telhng
it hke it is." Even those who have favored unilateral withdrawal all along
may find their hopes frustrated if, having had its expectation of negotiated
settlement aroused and then finding it unfulfilled, the American public turns
to the extreme hawks for a quick military end to the war. Here again the
irony of rhetorical success at home breeding the ultimate defeat of the foreign
poHcy objective presents itself.
With the nominations of Nixon and Humphrey the possibility of a sub
stantial softening of the United States bargaining strategy seems unlikely.
Indeed the prospects for a Nixon victory and/or a strong Wallace showing
could lead the North Vietnamese to want to settle with Lyndon Johnson,
particularly if they believe what he says about eschewing another term to
work for peace.
The nature of international negotiations has created a situation in which
the success of the peace movement in persuading the American people that
we should negotiate our way out of Vietnam makes the achievement of that
end more difficult, while the failure of that persuasion to nominate a peace
candidate makes a negotiated settlement more likely. To those of us who
have worked for McCarthy, Kennedy, Rockefeller, or other "peace" candi
dates this irony adds to our already heavy burden of political frustration.
The prospect that a potential Nixon victory creates the most favorable con
ditions for a Vietnamese settlement is almost too much to bear.
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ROBERT KENNEDY: A STUDY OF IMAGE CHANGE
James W. Pratt
Immediately after his assassination. Time magazine featured Robert
Kennedy as its cover subject for the eighth time. The story highlights
Kennedy's musing "on all the things he wanted to do and all that he felt
he could do: reconcile the races, summon the 'good that's in America,' end
the war, get the best and most creative minds into government, broaden
the basic idea of the Peace Corps so that people in all walks of life would
try to help one another." The writer concludes, "He was ambitious, but not
for him.self. ' Less than a month earlier, because of his entry into the con
test for the Democratic Presidential nomination, Kennedy had been featured
by Time. The article relates, "The timing of his entry into the race was proof
to many that Kennedy had been slyly scheming all along. . . . His argument
that an earlier challenge would have been interpreted as merely anti-L.B.J.
animus did not save him from being colored nithless and opportunistic
once again.
The differing evaluations represented in tliese two quotations—which
both refer to Kennedy's entering the Presidential race, appeared in the same
magazine, and were written less than a month apart—are typical of the
radical change in image which followed Robert Kennedy's assassination and
which was expressed by many different journalists, Prior to his assassination,
gradual image change had been taking place. This evolution of Robert
Ketinedy's public image illustrates a characteristic time lag in the formation
of new public images. How, then, is it possil)le for a striking image reversal
such as the one de.scribed above to take place within a few weeks?
Kenneth Boulding in his book The Image provides a useful framework
for examining Kennedy's image. Boulding offers a detailed description of
the concept of the public image, which he teims "the basic bond of any
society."^ Although any particular image is the product of an individual
mind, Boulding argues that "an enormous part of the activity of each society
is concerned with the transmission and protection of its public image; that
set of images . . . which is shared by the mass of its people."' Important to
Boulding's concept of public image is the "transcript" which .such an image
produces in the form of a relatively permanent record which preser\-es and
publicizes the shared image. Boulding also emphasizes the role which the
mass media play in circulating or creating the image of public figures.With
this understanding of public images in mind, it might be possible to shed
light on the image reversal by examining periods dining Robert Kennedy's
career when his image "transcript" revealed this time lag in the formation
of his public image.
Mr. Pratt is a graduate .student and teaching associate in the Department of
Speech, Communication, and Theatre .Arts at the University of Minnesota.
' "Politics and Assassination," Time, June 14, BMiS, p. 19.
-"The Ptiiitics of Restoration." Time, May 24, 1968, p. 24,
Kennetli Boulding, The Image (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 1956),
p. 64. For a further development of Boulding's concept of the public image, see
his chapter V, "Tlic Public Image and the Sociology of Knowledge." Theodore
Clevengcr, Jr.. in his b(x)k Audience Atuiltjsis (Indianapolis: Tlie Bohhs-Merrill
Co., Inc., 1966) presents a compatible description of images in Chapter 5, "Images
in the auditor."
^ Ihid., p. 64.
^ Ihid., p. 65.
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Early in his public career, Kennedy's image was almost wholly a personal
one. An examination of the "transcript" of his image as represented by
periodical articles during the period prior to 1960 reveals virtually no pohtical
comments and a heavy emphasis upon personality description. It is not
difficult to imderstand why this might have been the case. Kennedy's official
occupation as legal counsel to Congressional committees during those early
years of his career was one which cast him as a representative of other men.
Warren Weaver, Jr., called Kennedy the "voice" of Senators Joseph McCarthy
and John McClellan and concluded, "To the limited public that was aware
of him at all, he was a very young and impersonal legal questioning ma
chine."® Kennedy did not—and could not—develop an independent pohtical
image during those years. He made no speeches which were available to
the general public; and the substantive positions which he supported were
always those of the committees which he represented. These early associa
tions were to shape Kennedy's image far into the future. Kennedy biographer
WiUiam V. Shannon describes those actions which were to assoeiate the
images of Kennedy and McCarthy:
When the Junior Chamber of Commerce chose Kennedy as one of the
nation's "Ten Outstanding Young Men," he stayed out of the banquet
hall during the main address by Edward R. Murrow because the speech
was critical of McCarthy. In McCarthy's last months, when he continued
to drink despite a serious liver ailment, Kennedy was one of those who
visited him and tried to sustain his morale. At McCarthy's death in 1957,
Kennedy not only attended the funeral Mass in Washington but also flew
to Appleton, Wisconsin, for the interment.'
Several years later, as the chief counsel for John McClellan's Senate Investi
gating Committee, Kennedy was known for that Committee's exposure of
labor union corruption and the prosecution of Teamsters Union presidents
Dave Beck and Jimmy Hoffa. Portions of the committee hearings were
televised, exposing Kennedy's cross-examination techniques to a national
audience. Time reported that, as a result of this coverage, "Bobby over
shadowed his big brother as a national figure."® Although Kennedy was still
relatively unknown, his image transcript revealed him as a promising young
pohtical conservative.
In I960, after his brother's election to the Presidency, Robert Kennedy
became Attorney General, the first official position in which he was able
to establish an independent record. No longer was he the "voice" of other
men; and, despite the close public and private relationship which existed
between the Kennedy brothers, the Attorney General was not viewed as
simply executing the President's wishes.
Kennedy worked quickly to establish a record as an active and hberal
Attorney General. Although he readily acknowledged the recency of his
interest in civil rights, Kennedy did not allow this to hinder his department's
actions in that area. The Justice Department record reveals the accomplish
ments, particularly in the attempt to gain increased voting rights for Negroes:
the number of cases involving Negro voting rights quadrupled in two years,
® Warren Weaver, Jr., "Will the Real Robert Kennedy Stand Up?" New York
Times Magazine, June 20, 1965, p. 8.
'William V. Shannon, The Heir Apparent (New York: Macmillan, 1967), p. 57.
® "Little Brother is Watching," Time, October 10, 1960, p. 26.
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and twenty-three voting rights lawsuits were introduced in the deep South.^
Kennedy also sent U.S. marshals and deputie.s into the South to protect
"freedom riders" and to control rioting following federally-ordered school
integration. He worked with the Interstate Commerce Commission to insure
the integration of tninsportation facilities. Kennedy was instrumental in
drafting the civil-rights bill in 1963 which included fair employment and
public accommodations provisions. And he argued his first case behjre any
court when he appeared before the U.S. Supreme Court to seek an end to
Georgia's "county unit" voting system because it was contrary to the "one
person, one vote" principle.
Kennedy's actions during his term as Attorney General, particularly those
connected with civil rights, arc ones which clearly represent a liberal political
position. His speaking, too, reveals a liberal orientation. There is a critical
basis for assuming that a speaker will reveal his political orientation in his
speaking. Richard Weaver has argued that the sources of argument used
by a speaker relate to his political position and that the liberal argues from
circumstance whereas the conservative argues from definition." Bernard
Brock has developed a set of operational definitions of political positions,
based upon the rhetorical strategies employed by the speaker. Among his
conclusions are that the liberal .seeks to speed the pace of societal change
within the existing structure of society and that he characteristically argues
from .scene (similar to Weaver's "circumstance"); the conseiwative .seeks to
.slow societal change while emphasizing the role of agent. Kennedy's
political speaking while he was Attorney General, when viewed from the
perspective of these definitions, reveals a clearly liberal point of view.
Speaking at the University of Georgia on May 6, 1961, Kennedy gave his
first formal speech as Attorney General—and one of the earliest public
speeches of his career.''^ Perhaps the most salient aspect of the United Stales
civil rights movement at that time was the integration of public schools;
Martin Luther King had not yet led his March on Washington, and the de
structive summer riots were still in the future. Working within this societal
context, it is possible to assess Kennedy's liberal rhetorical strategies in
this speech.
Kennedy's scenic, or situational. emphasis emerges early in this speech when
he points to the importance of analyzing "the events of the last few weeks"
as a ba.sis for govenunental action. He is conscious of the role of the United
States in the world .scene when he points out that "50 per cent of the coun
tries in the United Nations are not white" and comments upon their im
portance to the United States. Kennedy stres.se.s the importance of under
standing and working within the context of Southern .society in implementing
federal law. Throughout the .speech he make.s clear his altitude toward
change, one which emphasizes accelerating existing programs. Kennedy
refers to the nece.ssity of "inovbig forward" and stresses particularly the
""What Makes Bobby Run?" Neicsiieek, March 18, 1963, p. 30.
"The Bobby Kennedy Record," U. S. News and World Report, Mav 6, 1968
p. 52.
" Richard Weaver, The Ethics of Rhetoric (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co.. 1965),
pp. 112-113.
Bernard L. Brock, "A Definition of Four Political Posilion.s and a Description
of their Rhetorical Characteristics" (unpublished Ph.D. di.s.sertation. Northwestern
University, 1965), pp. 40-50, 333-354.
U. S., Congressional Record, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., 1961, CVII, Part 6, 7753-
7755.
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need to "make progress" or "take action." The entire speech is cast within
the framework of the rule of law which provides Kennedy with the means
for indicating the importance of achieving change within the structure of
society. The changes which he advocates are all to take place through the
legal process, with an attempt to change and expand law but not to reject it.
The rhetorical techniques which Kennedy uses in this speech identify his
political viewpoint as being a hberal one. He indicates his respect for the
structure of the legal system, but he advocates more rapid change within this
structure. And the basic emphasis of his speech is upon scenic considera
tions, both in terms of a description of the problems involved in civil rights
and the solution required.
Later in his career as Attorney General, on August 12, 1962, Kennedy
gave another major speech which also reflects his liberal political orienta
tion. Even the title of the speech—"Much Has Been Accomplished—Much
Remains to he Done"—suggests a hberal attitude toward change, which is
reiterated a number of times throughout the speech. Kennedy continually
refers to achievements made and the need for greater accomplishments.
Developing detailed examples, Kennedy points to the specific number of
Negroes working in federal agencies and the improvement which this situa
tion represents. A central point of focus in this speech is Kennedy's emphasis
upon the beneficial situation which the guarantee of voting rights will create.
He says, "We have taken a tremendous amount of action in the field of
voting, beeause it has been our feehng that once you gain the franchise,
once an individual is allowed to register and to vote, many of these other
rights that we are making an effort to secure for minority groups will come."
The emphasis continues through the speech; and, although it is apparent
that Kennedy views the achievement of voting rights as a primary aim by
itself, he clearly regards their most important function as being the establish
ment of a favorable situation within whieh other rights may be gained. This
view toward the aequisition of voting rights is also consistent with a liberal
attitude toward change: working within the structure of the legal system,
Kennedy encourages more rapid change. In this same vein, he comments
on federal integration accomphshments in education by saying that "we have
a great deal more to do and certainly the job is not done."
The liberal rhetorical characteristics are clearly present in this speech.
Always accepting the legal structure of society, Kennedy advocates more
rapid change and the need for greater accomplishments. The discussion of
civil rights which he offers concentrates heavily upon the importance of
situational factors in making the gains which he encourages.
On the basis of these observations, one can conclude that Kennedy repre
sented a consistently liberal position, in his actions and in his speeches, dur
ing his term as Attorney General. An examination of the "transcript" of
Kennedy's public image during that period, however, reveals a marked
preference for characterizing Kennedy as being a conservative.
Typical of the judgments of Kennedy's political position is this observation
by Robert Manning: "His reflexes are by background conservative and, a
close friend says, 'Liberal' is still apt to be a dirty word to Bobby."i® Dan
Wakefield expresses the confusion regarding Kennedy's political position—
and the reluctance to accept perceived ehange—^when he writes, "The term
U.S., Congressional Record, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1962, CVIII, Part 12,
16805-16806.
Robert Manning, "Someone the President Can Talk To," New York Times
Magazine, May 28, 1961, p. 29.
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'liberal' is usually uttered with an inflection of irony by Bob Kennedy, yet
many of his political convictions would have to be described by that label.
It no more adecinutely describes hi.s outlook, however, than the word 'con
servative.'"^" Gore Vidal evaluates Kennedy as being basically consei'vative
when he writes, "It is apparent that Bobby's view of men and actions is a
good deal closer to that of Barry Coklwatcr's than it is to that of liis
brother."'" Although several writers tentatively suggest Kennedy's liberal
outlook during this period, none .seems willing to categorize him as being a
liberal without significant qualification. The position revealed in Kennedy's
actions and speeches during this period does not appear to justify such
reser\'ations.
By the time Kennedy entered the Senate, in 1965, much of this journalistic
reserve had disappeared. Writers seemed to be more willing to categorize
Kennedy as a liberal, although several e.xpress surprise at what they regard
as a recent change: William \'. vShannon WTOte as recetitly as 1966 that those
who had seen Kennedy as a conservative "are now doing an about-face.""'
G.S. News and World Report expressed similar reservations, reporting that
"Robert Kennedy is suspected of having latent 'conservative' ti-ndencies"
despite the fact that "the .ADA now credits him with a 94 per cent 'liberal'
voting record."'" A very frequent judgment was that Kennedy had moved
"slightly to the left of center." Even more reservation had been expressed
before Kennedy's election to the Senate, when Time reprnted that New
York's reform Democrats considered Kennedy "much too conservative for
their liking."-"
What might account for this failure of Kennedy's public image to reflect
his actual political position? Few aspects of the empirical record of Kennedy's
actions and speeches during this period can be found to justify a conseivative
political image. Perhaps best remembered is Kennedy's per.sistent pro.seeu-
tion of union leader Jimmy HolTa (although the consetisus of legal opinion
seems to be that Kennedy did not abuse Hoffa's civil liberties); less known,
but still piiblicly discussed, is Kennedy's advocation of government-authorized
wiretapping. Yet fhe.se instances seem to be (luite overshadowed by Ken
nedy's liberal civil rights record as Attorney General and his consistently
liberal voting record while in the Senate: he scored a 100 per cent liberal
record during his last two years in Congress, as judged by the Americans for
Democratic Action, and the AFL-CIO rated his record 100 per cent pro-
union during his first three years in Congress.-'
The key to this image lag seems to lie primarily in the record of Kennedy's
early associations. Joseph McCarthy's negative image was highly .salient to
the American people; and hi.s political position was conservative to re
actionary. That Kennedy was iussociated with such a highly public conserv'a-
tive figure—and that he maintained this association with overtly public acts,
Dan Wakefield, "Bobby," Esquire, April, 1962, p. 126.
''Gore Vidal, "Tlie Best Man: 1968," Es(pitre, March, 1963, p. 60.
William V. Shannon, "Bob Kennedy's Future," Comnwmceal, March 18, 1966,
p. 686.
"Kennedy vs. Humphrey: What It's All About," H.S. News and World Report,
March 28, 1966, p. 55.
"Carpetbagger," Time, August 21. 1964, p. 18.
Robert Yoakum, "Kennedy and McCarthy: A Look at Some Votes," New Re
public, May 11, 1968, p. 23, and "The Bobby Kennedy Record," p. 53.
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in spite of McCarthy's general disfavor—identified his political position
with that of McCarthy. There were no independent public actions to
counteract this impression for several years; and Kennedy's highly publicized
cross-examination of union leaders during his term as chief legal counsel
for the McClellan committee did nothing to change this established public
image. When Kennedy began to develop his own record of actions and
statements in regard to political issues in the office of Attorney General, his
conservative image by association had already been built and was firmly
established in the public mind. Kennedy's associations were all the raw
material on which the "transcript" could be grounded. As a result, his record
of liberal actions and statements appeared to be new—and the "change"
was regarded with skepticism.
The observations presented here are not intended to negate the validity
of Kennedy's public image as a reflection of his actual record. Rather, they
reveal some important characteristics of his public image. The development
of Kennedy's image demonstrates the significance of early images in influ
encing the later development of the image. Important, too, is the effect in
shaping later images which resulted from the association between Kennedy,
whose public image was latent and undeveloped, with Joseph McCarthy,
whose public image was salient and clear. Great difficulty and little success
suiTOunded Kennedy's extensive and repeated attempts to change that
already well developed image, despite the somewhat tenuous basis for its
initial formation. Kennedy's image development also reveals an apparently
inevitable time lag which follows a change in a person's record of actions and
statements and precedes a change in that person's public image. The assassina
tion, a sudden and dramatic terminal event, rapidly accelerated an image
change already underway. The traditional ethic of refraining from criticizing
the recently dead dictated a concenti-ation upon the favorable aspects of
Kennedy's image; and the immediacy of the event required a consultation
with those most recently associated with him for formation of the image.
At death, Kennedy's image was changed rapidly because it was instantly
updated.
Few would deny that John Kennedy's assassination had a profound effect
upon the public image of his younger brother Robert, and Robert Kennedy's
assassination has aheady significantly altered the public image of his younger
brother Edward—so much so that many feel that the last of the Kennedy
brothers could have won the Democratic Presidential nomination simply by
appearing at the Democratic convention. To assert that the Kennedy
assassinations alone have changed Edward Kennedy's image to that of poten
tial President would be overstatement; but it is apparent that Robert
Kennedy's assassination has had an impact on the formation of more images
than his own.
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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FIRST AFFIRMATIVE
REBUTTAL SPEECHES FROM "WINNING'' AND
"LOSING" DEBATES
Thomas H. Willett and Chahles R. Gkuner
Debate experts differ on the relative importance of the first affirmative
rebuttal speech. Kruger says that it is "perhaps the crucial affirmative
presentation, cmcial from the standpoint that the debate can easilv be lost
here. Brockriede seems to concur with Kruger: "I suspect that many
people, myself included, believe that this speech [the first affirmative re
buttal] is the most critical .speech of the debate, but I know of no one who
has quantified the degree of its importance."- On the other hand, Moulton
discounts the importance of any one speech because of its position in the
debate:
My experience has shown that it is the debater that makes a spcecli im
portant, and not the position in the debate. . . . Attaching importance to
particular speaking positions in the debate over others is at In-st a game
of what came first, the chicken or tlie egg.^
A recent study at the University of Nebra.ska attempted to slicd some light
on the importance of the first affirmative rebuttal to the winning or losing
of the debate. To find what importance judges and debaters attach to the
speech, all the debaters and judges attending the University of Nebra.ska
Invitational Tournament of 1967 were surveyed via a cjuestionnaire on the
subject. In order to investigate what differences, if any, exist between first
affirmative rebuttal speeches from winning debates and those from losing
debates, a <]uantitative content anahsis was conducted on first affiimative
rebuttal speeches from winning and losing debates in that tournament.
Surocf/ Procedures and Results
Forty-three judges, 84 junior division debaters, and 88 senior division de
baters were handed a questionnaire fnim just before the first preliminary
round of the touniament. The (jiicstlonnaiic asked, among other things, for
the debater or judge to specify which of the eight speeches iu a typical inter
collegiate <lebate is, iu liis opinion, most important in affecting the win-loss
decision. The C[uestioniiaire.s were filled out before the start of the round
and were turned in at the end of the round.
The returns of 34 judges, 79 junior division debaters, and 83 .senior division
debaters were complete, and, thus, usable. The results, in Table 1, show that
the first affirmative rebuttal speech was picked most often by each group as
the most important to a win-loss decision.
Analysis of Spceclws
Procedures. The first affirmative rebuttal speech in each of three senior
division debates was tape recorded in each of the six preliminary debate
Mr. Willett (M.A., University of Neliraska, 1967) is In.stmctor in Speech at
WOliam Jewell Qjllcge. Mr. Gnincr (Ph.D., Ohio State, 1963) is Associate Pro-
fessor of Speech, The University of Nebraska.
' Arthur N. Kniger, Modern Debate: Us Logic and Siraleatt. New York McGraw
Hill. 1960. p. 97.
- Personal letter dated January 25, 1967.
•' Per.sonal letter dated February 10, 1967.
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Table 1
Debate Speeches Named by Debaters and Judges as Most Important in Affecting
Win-Loss Decisions.
Jr. div. Sr. div. Judges Total
Speech No. rank No. rank No. rank No. rank
IstAff. Const. 8 5 2 5 0 7 10 6
1st. Neg. Const. 12 2 8 4 6 2 26 3
2ndAff. Const. 10 4 2 5 4 4 16 5
2nd Neg. Const. 11 3 17 2 5 3 33 2
1st. Neg. Reb. 5 7 1 7 2 5 8 7
IstAff. Reb. 21 1 40 1 16 1 77 1
2nd Neg. Reb. 4 8 1 7 0 7 5 8
2nd.Aff. Reb. 8 5 12 3 1 6 21 4
rounds. The debaters were not selected for the taping in a random fashion,
since they were chosen so as to insure that no team would be recorded
twice; however, the debates were chosen by taking their tournament code
number, instead of by school name, to insure against bias caused by choosing
by school. From the 18 resulting tape recorded speeches, five were chosen
from debates where the affirmative won and five were chosen from debates
in which the affirmative lost. The criterion used for choosing the speeches
for analysis was relative speaker ratings: the five "losing" speeches came
from the debates in which the affirmative lost by the largest number of
speaker points, and the five "winning" speeches came from the debates in
which the affirmative won by the most speaker points. These speeches were
then transcribed by a professional typist and former debater.
Each speech was subjected to a quantitative content analysis. Specifically,
the speeches were analyzed according to the following categories of content:
1. The total number of words in each speech.
2. The proportion of words devoted in each speech to "Introductions and
Conclusions," "Transitions," "Need for the affirmative plan," and "Af
firmative plan (including advantages and practicability)."
3. Average rate of speaking.
4. Number of times quoted or paraphrased evidence of statistics, opinion,
and example appeared.
5. Number of times the various methods of refutation were utihzed.''
6. The "reading ease" of each speech, according to the Flesch formula.®
The senior author of this paper performed the content analysis; he repeated
his analysis for each criterion after a two-week delay, and the results of the
repetition produced rehability coefficients of at least .90.
Results. Table 2 shows the total number of words and speaking rate for
each speech, and the percentage of words used in discussing the Need, the
Plan, and in making transitions, and in introducing and concluding. Inspec-
* The methods utilized for this analysis were those of "Finding Deficiencies In a
Unit of Proof," "Turning the Tables on Opposing Proof," "Reducing to Absurdity,"
"Arguing Insufficiency of a Series of Proofs," "Presenting Counter Proofs," "Ex
posing an Inconsistency," and "Dilemma," as defined in Douglas Ehninger and
Wayne Rrockriede, Decision by Debate, New York, Dodd, Mead, 1963, pp. 254-
260.
® Rudolf F. Flesch, How to Test Readability, New York, Harper, 1951.
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Tahle 2
Speaking Rate, Total Number of Words, and Percentage of Words Allotted to
Various Elements of Each Speech.
T'otnl
Percentage of words devoted to:
Speech
Speaking rate no. of inlrods. and(words permin.) words Need Plan Transitions Conclusions
Losing I 203.31 1003 0% 83.3% 6.3%. 10.5%,
Losing II 179.00 1074 83.37r 0% 10.4%. 6.3%,
Losing III* 185.00 907 0% 88.0% 7.4%, 4.6%
Lo.sing IV 208,8 1002 13.1% 71.7% 8.9% 5.4%>
Losing V 203.7 977 79.7% 0% 6.5% 13.9%,
Winning I* 212.8 1046 0% 74.2% 15.6% 10.2%,
Winning II 157.7 786 34.9% 56.07c 3.4%, 5.8%
Winning III 232.3 1200 42.4% 40.3% 6.4% 10.87e
Winning IV 219.6 1120 15.3% 65.1% 12.1%, 7.6%
Winning V 202.1 1080 31.0% 55.2%- 11.5%, 1.9%,
• Indicates a comj>aTatii:e iidcaiitage case.
tion of the data in thi.s table reveaLs little difference, (piantitativelv, between
the winning and losing rebuttal speeches, with one exception: it appears
that the winning speeches did u better job of balancing the number of words
allotted to the two major arguments. "Need" and "Plan," than did the losing
.speeclies. Disregarding the comparative advantage case in each categor\',
each of which would lie expected to emphasize Plan and disregard Need,
it is clear that the losing speeche.s either emphasized "Need" and slighted
Plan or \ace versa, whereas the winning speeches did not emphasize one
argument to the extent that the other was slighted.
Table 3 shows the percentage of total words each speech allotted to the
presenting of quoted and paraphrased evidence. Again, there appears little
diflerence between the winning and losing speeches on this criterion. Of
particular note among these data lU'c two points worth mentioiiing: first,
virlualK- no statistics and no evidence of example were used—almost tlie only
form of evidence used was evidence of opinion; suid, second, very few words,
comparatively, were actually de\'oted to the presenting of evidence. This
latter point will be discussed further, below.
Table 3
Percentages of Total Words in Each Speech Used to Present Evidence.
Speech
Quoted Evidence Pnrnphrased Evidence
Stats. Opinion Example Stats. Opinion Example
Losing I 0 9.2 0 7.2 0 0
Losing II 0 8.7 0 0 3.0 0
Losing III 0 4.6 0 0 2.2 0
Losing IV 0 15.6 0 0 0 0
Losing V 0 6,0 0 0 9.3 0
Winning I 9.6 9.3 0 0 0 0
Winning II 0 10.3 0 0 0 0
Winning III 0 7.8 0 0 0 0
Winning IV 0 1.4 0 0 8.2 0
Winning V 0 0.7 0 0 1.9 0
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Table 4
Frequency of Use of Refutation Techniques in Winning and Losing First
Affirmative Rebuttal Speeches.
Number of times used by
Refutation
Technique Losing Winning
Deficiencies in Unit of Proof 3 I
Turning the Tables I I
Reducing to Absurdity 0 0
Insufficiency in Series of Proofs I 5
Counter Proofs 13 12
Exposing Inconsistency 4 I
Dilemma 0 0
"Explanation" 24 29
Unidentifiable 2 0
TOTAL 48 49
Table 4 shows the number of times in each group of speeches each of the
refutation techniques was used. Again, there seems little in the way of
quantitative difference between the winning and losing speeches. Note that
most of the refutation arguments were not classifiable as any of the seven
technique categories as specified by Ehninger and Brockriede—^but are
classified simply as "explanation." The category of "explanation" had to be
utilized because so many of the rebuttal counter-arguments could not be
classified according to the Ehninger-Brockriede system, but were simply
"explanation" of the affirmative case. (Example: "The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization is going to be completely destroyed. But in place of it we're
going to have under our plan that Unified European Force and it's going
to be capable of doing everything NATO is doing today.") It perhaps should
not seem so very unusual that so much of the first affirmative rebuttals
should be taken up in this manner when one considers that it is the purpose
of this speech to explain why the affirmative case should still stand despite
the negative attack upon it. Perhaps in this respect affirmative refutation
differs from negative refutation? This looks hke an interesting question for
future research.
Conclusions. The admittedly limited survey reported here indicates that
the first affirmative rebuttal speech is most likely to be picked as the most
important speech in affecting a win—loss decision in tournament competition.
Most debate coaches, furthermore, probably expect the first affirmative
rebuttalist to cover most of the issues in the debate. As Jack Howe puts it,
for instance, "I definitely feel that aU issues in the debate should be dealt
with by the first affirmative rebuttalist and if he fails to do so (and the
second negative rebuttalist has sense enough to point this out), then ordi
narily I would reach my decision at this point."® Thus it is not surprising
that the winning first affirmative speeches in this study presented a more
balanced support of their case issues whereas the losing rebuttal speeches
emphasized one issue to the neglect of the other. This difference in balance
in rebuttal support, however, was the only clear quantitative difference to
be found between these two sets of speeches on the criteria on which they
were compared. This general lack of clear quantitative differences may simply
result from the smallness of the sample of rebuttal speeches selected for
' Personal letter dated February 22, 1967.
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analysis, of course; but it may also be evidence for the mfercnce that many
debate people might reach: that simple quantification, while perhaps useful
for analysis, is no replacement for careful and disciplined application of
qualifaiive evaluation, within the context of the entire debate, by a trained
debate critic-judge. This seems an area in which more research would be
enlightening.
Despite the fact that debate textbooks tend to emphasize specific refuta
tion techniques, such as "turning the tables," "dilemma," "reduction to ab
surdity," etc., it appears that simple explanation of the :iffu-mative case is a
heavily-used technique of refutation in first affirmative rebuttal speeches.
The first affirmative rebuttalists in this .study tended to use very little of
their speaking time for the presentation of evidence and, when they did use
evidence, it was evidence of opinion almost exclusively. This extensive use
of generalized opinions as opposed to specific examples and statistics probably
results from the first affinnative rebuttalists' attempts to cover the maximum
territor>' in a minimum of time in refuting the negative "fifteen-minute block."
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SENATOR "SCOOP" JACKSON SPEAKS
ON SPEAKING
Howahd Schwahtz
Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson has used public speaking and debate
training to his advantage ever since his junior high school days in Everett,
Washington. Like most of today's speech students, he "found it a httle
hard at first, especially while debating before large auditorium audiences,"
but after some experience and considerable practice, speaking became
"easier and easier."
Certainly the Senator's pohtical career attests to his desire to speak, his
sincere enjoyment of speaking, and his acceptance by the voters of Washing
ton as a political speaker and debater. Senator Jackson has been reelected
to the Senate twice by the largest vote margins in the history of Washington
State for the office of Senator. Today he is an articulate spokesman for three
Senate and one joint House-Senate committee.^ He is considered a strong
advocate of internal security and our continued presence in Viet Nam. He is
still one of President Johnson's strongest "hawk" supporters, despite the
preliminary peace talks which are now underway in Pai'is. He has spoken
often and loudly about the war, and in October, 1967, in a Senate speech,
suggested that the floor of the Senate be used to "set an example for the
nation of how reasonable men reasoning together may find unity through
honest and vigorous but temperate debate."^
Senator Jackson is not a newcomer to debate or speaking pubhcly. He
began his formal speech training in junior high school and credits his debate
training, in particular, with preparing him for a speaking career as a lawyer.
Congressman, and Senator. In high school. Senator Jackson had an "excel
lent" debate coach to whom the Senator gives credit for making suggestions
as to what points could be made more effectively and by what means this
could be accomplished. Senator Jackson emphasized quite strongly that all
of his future speech presentations had a direct root in his debate training.
The Senator's forensic experiences also taught him the importance of
audience analysis. He feels that the audience is his most important concern
and, therefore, needs to be "checked out" before a speech. As most effective-
speakers do, the Senator tries to find out in advance what the composition of
his audience will be. This is hardly new to students of pubhc address, but it
does indicate that the Senator is a "conscious" speaker as opposed to a
Barry Goldwater type whose 1964 remarks on social security, Vietnam
(perhaps prophetic now), and the TVA, indicated either a flaw in audience
analysis or audience concern. Jackson is vitally concerned with his audiences.
This is by no means a one way concern, however. Jackson is also interested
in the way his audiences "check him out." "People," says Jackson, "are look
ing for logical, intelligent, and convincing remarks from their speakers and
will not take less." He believes that most audiences insist upon one charac
teristic above all else, and that is "speaker sincerity." The term now in vogue
Mr. Schwartz is an Associate Professor of Speech and Sub-Chairman of the
Speech Division, English Department at Rider College, Trenton, New Jersey. This
article is based on an interview with Senator Jackson in his office, January 1966.
^ Biographical data on Senator Henry M. Jackson. A mimeographed sheet dis
tributed by Senator Jackson's office.
^ Statement by Senator Henry M. Jackson on United States Policies in Vietnam,
Senate Floor, October 19, 1967.
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because of the alleged "credibility gap" in the Johnson Administralion, means
to Jackson that his audiences can always trust him and his motives. This is
one of the reasons that he, seldom if ever, uses emotionalism for its own .sake
in any of his speeches. Senator Jackson believes that emotion often stands
in the way of logie. An investigation of his recent remarks on the Piirhlo
incident, indicates tliat emotionalism takes a back seat even in an emotionally
charged situation. The Senator is even more vehement about the indiscrimi
nate use of emotionalism on television because as a medium for the dissemi
nation of information, television tends to magnify everything that is said.
Senator Jackson can not be considered one of the Senate's more prolific
speakers. He thinks that many of his colleagues speak too mucli without
thinking about the intrinsic value of the speech itself. Senator Jackson spcniks
in the Senate only when he truly believes that he will make a significant
contribution to an issue. This would indicate that speaking into the Con-
grcssioml Record is not a normal practice for him. Judging from the volu
minous amount of speaking in the Congressional Record, many of Senator
Jackson's colleagues do not share his philosophy of speaking.
Senator Jackson limits his foiTnal speaking outside of the Senate Chamber
to about one speech a month, but increases his output considerably when he
is back in his home state of Washington. In one day he may make as many
as six speeches on the stump, not including numerous radio and television
interviews. This sharp increase in output is due to a strong desire on Jack
son's part to inform his constituents about "what is going on."
Senator Jackson's speech preparation strongly reflects his earlier debate
training, and he adheres quite rigidly to the "textbook" theories of public
addre.ss. If he is to make an extemporaneous speech, the Senator begins with
an outline of the remarks he wishes to include. This outline is usually pre
pared about one week in advance of the actual .speech. He keeps this outhne
willi him during the week so that he "can jot down any thoughts" that come
to him. About two davs before the speech is given, he gives final form to the
outline, but continues to make changes right up to the moment of delivery.
Senator Jackson enjoys speaking extemporaneously and finds it easier than
manuscript speaking. He prepares all of his own extemporaneous speeches
and outlines, but relies upon his staff for all fonnal manuscript .speeches. It
is interesting to note here that Dorothy Fosdick, the daughter of Harry
Emerson Fosdick. a legendary figure In public address, is the head of
Jackson's speechwriting staff. The Senator normally dictates to the staff
members what he wants covered in a formal speech. The staff prepares a
draft which the Senator reads and then reworks to fit his owm way of think
ing. In this respect, the Senator is very honest and a reahst. He admits that
he docs not write all of his own speeches, and he has "real reservations"
about other Senators who claim that the\' wi-ite all their own speeches.
In addition to being concerned about speech content. Senator Jackson
is acutely aware of his delivery. He never rehearses in front of anyone prior
to the delivery of a speech (as does Senator Margaret Chase Smith).-' because
he feels that it would create artificialit>- in both presentation and environ
ment. He reads his notes or manuscript over several times out loud to get
the "feel for emphasis." Senator Jackson feels that the major goal in deliver
ing a manuscript speech (much the same as the first affirmative prcscnta-
^ For additional rciuling in this urea of contemporary speakers and what they
think alwut their own speaking, see Howard Schwartz, "Senator Smith Speaks on
Spe:\king," Today's Speech, .XV (Fehniary, 1967), 19-22; and "Jacob K. Javits
Speaks on Speaking," Today's Speech, .XV (September, 1967), I.S-IS.
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tion) is to read it so that what the speaker says and how he says it will appear
credible to the audience, despite the fact that the speech is prepared. One
of Jackson's hopes is to read a speech as Franklin Roosevelt did. He chose
Roosevelt as the one speaker whom he would hope to emulate. President
Roosevelt was "the greatest speaker in my hfetime to read a text," according
to Jackson. Using Roosevelt's dehvery as a model. Senator Jackson tries to
speak slowly and deliberately in order to give each word in his speech its
own meaning.
Senator Jackson's reflections on speech and debate should leave no doubt
in the student's mind that speech training, and particularly debate training,
is a crucial matter. He knows that he has profited from this training and
values it highly. Certainly we in speech and debate should find it both en
couraging and inspirational to know that so successful a man and pohtical
figure as Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson considers his speech and debate
training to be a vital tool of democracy.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
1967-1968
when the officers, chapter sponsors and collegiate members depaited
from the National Conference at Wayne State University in April 1967, they
were prond of the fact that they had participated in the largest conference
the society had held, with 89 chapters in attendance. At the same time the
officers realized that less than half of the collegiate chapters had attended
and that the number of stvidcnts being initialed was not up to expectation.
Under the National R\'laws chapters, to retain good standing, must initiate
two members in any three-year period. In addition the Standards (.ommittee
had recommended that chapters also be re(iuired to submit annual reports
to the Secretary and to attend one regional or national conference in three
years. Fear that a number of chapters were failing to meet the requirements
was confirmed at the National Council Meeting held in Los Angeles. Decem
ber 27th. One hundred eight chapters hud not submitted annual reports
and foi1\'-three had not initiated two members within the last three years.
The Council authorized a letter to the fort\-thrce chapters informing them
that the society would deactivate them if they did not take steps to meet the
requirements. Consequently, at the next meeting of the Council held in
Wa.shington, D.C., eight chapters were deactivated; ten chapters were re
moved from the rolls and seventeen chapters were given one year in which
to reactivate. Happily, six new charters were granted: to Anderson College,
Anderson. Indiana; to Susquehanna University at Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania;
and to the University of Bridgeport at Bridgeport, Connecticut; Elizabeth-
town College, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania; Pace College, New York City
and Unisersity of Hartford, Hartford. Connecticut.
A full program of activities was carried on at the National Conference
in Washington, D.C. Eighty chapters entered two-man debate teams; forty-
six chapters had teams in the four-man tournament. Fifty-six students gave
extemporaneous speeches and thirty-one entered the competition in per
suasion. While these events were being carried on, fifty-two students par
ticipated in the Student Congress. The high light of the conference was the
awarding of the Speaker-of-the-Ycar for 1967 to Mr. Eric Sevareid, and the
presentation of a special award to Mr. Norman Thomas. Distinguished
Alumni Awards were made to Professor Robert Griffin, University of Nevada,
and to Doctor Ward Darley, University of Colorado.
The year .saw a clumge in the editorship of the Speaker and Gavel. At the
time of the merger, Charles Goetzinger, who had been editing the Gavel.
became the first editor of the new joumal. A year later, however, he resigned
and Wayne Brockriede was named to the post. He .served two years. The
National Council then named Robert Weiss as Editor. Profes.sor Weiss, Head
of the Department of Speech and Forensic Director at DePauw University,
had been seiving as an Associate Editcrr.
Following tlie merger, there had been some question as to the procedure
for the election of membors-at-large. Cion.scfpiently the National Council
adopted an amendment to the Bylaws to the effect that "persons who meet
the requirements for election to membership and who are no longer resident
undergraduates may be elected as members-at-liirgc upon recommendation
of any campius chapter and the approval of the National Council." Under
these provisions, 22 members were elected.
The National Student Council was active throughout the year. Member-
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ship in the Council was changed to include the delegates from each chapter
together with the National President. In the future, the Second Vice Presi
dent will serve as an Associate Editor of the Speaker and Gavel. Bob Shields
of Wichita State University was named Student Speaker of the year for 1968.
The National Council approved a resolution asking the candidates in the
political campaign in 1968 to engage in one or more television debates.
Financially, the society was prosperous. Investments had grown to over
$73,000 and the royalties and general income showed a healthy balance.
1967-68 was an excellent year. Capital investments had grown to over
$70,000 furnishing financial stability to the program of the society. The
Chapters which were active had experienced good tournaments and con
ferences. While the deactivation of some chapters was disappointing, the
society hopefully expects that many of them will soon return to active status.
Many institutions are expressing interest in charters. Thus at the end of its
fifth year. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha looks forward to many years
of high achievement.
Herold T. Ross, Historian
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ORGANIZATIONAL NOTES
NEWS OF THE CHAPTERS
From the chapter reports submitted to the National Secretary early this
summer, we glean some information about forensics programs across the
country.
Most institudons reported an impressive record of tournament activity.
Michigan State University, for instance, led the pack in reporting participa
tion in 72 tounnunents diuing 1967-68. Other schools reporting 35 or more
tournaments included Ohio State, Kentucky, Lehigh, and Stanford.
Stanford University v\'as highest in number of individuals participating,
reporting that 126 students took part in intercollegiate forensic tournaments
away from campus, with the number rising to 164 when exhibition debates
on campus were included. Other institutions with 50 or more participants
were Pennsylvania State, Alabama. Texas Tech, Long Beach, Michigan
State, and Kan.s'as State.
Twenty-four schools de.scribed a public debate series or other type of
audience debate which they had presented during the year. No doubt a
number of sponsors neglected to mention this phase of their program and,
for that matter, a number of them neglected to send in their reports at aU.
Anyway, debating appearances on television were noted by Colorado, Iowa
State, Hawaii, John Carroll, and Washington and Lee. Yeshiva sent four
teams on debating tours across the countrv.
The University of Hawaii program included a series of debates with a
Japanese championship team: ten performances in Hawaii, ten in Japan.
They also had four debates with the touring British team, in addition to the
above-mentioned scries of debates on television using a variety of current
questions, They even had debates with, as they say, "mainland" teams.
This year there is tentatively to be an exchange of debaters with Ausbalia,
and the Japan tour is being expanded to include Korea, Taiwan, and the
Philippines.
Chapters which reported that their members during the year judged in
high .school debate and speech tournaments included Miami University,
Kansas State, Southern Methodist, Tennes,see, and Virginia Polytechnic
Institute.
Among the other interesting events reported were an "alumni debaters
reunion" at Hampton Institute, debates with inmates at Leavenworth PrLson
by Kansas State, and a Viet Nam Forum by Texas Tech,
Wayne State University
In conjunction with the Wayne State University centennial celebration,
that school's Delta Sigma Rho—Tau Kappa Alpha chapter published a com
memorative booklet which was distributed at their annual baiu|uct in May,
The 35-page booklet is tlivided into five .sections, including a inief history
of forensics at Wayne State University, a review of the 1967-68 forensic
year, alumni reports, a Wa>me chapter DSR-TKA membership directory,
and a list of forensic personnel for 1967-68.
According to the forensic histoiy recounted in the booklet, the schooTs
first debate was held March 27, 1918, against the Detroit College of Law.
The story since then has been one of steady, and at times spectacular, ex-
pan.sion. A chapter of Delta Sigma Rho was established on May 1, 1937.
The account of the current active and succe.ssful program includes Wayne
State's first place in the 2-man division of debate at the DSR-TKA National
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Conference of 1968. The Director of Forensics at Wayne State University
and sponsor of the chapter is Dr. George Ziegelmueller.
In a prefatory letter to the chapter, Dr. George V. Bohman, chairman of
the speech department at Wayne State, told them, "I am proud that the
many staff members who have led the program through the years have kept
uppermost the fundamental values and objectives of forensics and have
never ceased to stress the importance of breadth and variety in the pro
gram. . . . We are proud, too, of the outstanding successes of the alumni
of the forensic program and of the high standards in law, teaching, the
ministry, government service, and business which they hold."
DePauw Initiation
At the DePauw chapter's annual initiation of new members. President
John Peterson this year instituted a discussion of the principles of Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha as a part of the initiation meeting, with the
aim of giving added meaning and significance to the ceremony. The mem
bers of the chapter each gave a short talk on one of the principles set forth
in the formal ritual, raising questions and stressing its contemporary applica
tion. Following the talks, these members joined the new initiates and the
sponsor in a group discussion of the validity and relevance of the principles.
These matters turned out not to be beyond dispute.
In keeping with this impulse toward relevance, the chapter at the same
meeting also voted to approve a resolution taking a pubhc stand on a cur
rent campus issue at DePauw. Since the chapter membership included both
of the student members of the university educational pohcy committee, the
president of the student court, and a candidate for the student body presi
dency, not to mention the homecoming queen, they felt that a statement of
their considered conclusions might add weight to the campus dialogue on
this issue.
Personal Notes
Theodore J. Walwik, Governor of Region Five, has moved to Indiana
State University, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Herold T. Ross, national Historian, is teaching at Gentral Missouri State
Gollege, Warrensburg, Missouri, this year.
Leroy T. Laase, President of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, is
taking a leave of absenee during the current semester. While he is on leave,
his teaching duties at the University of Nebraska are being handled by
E. G. Buehler, long-time Trustee of DSR—TKA.
NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
The Nominating Committee wiU present the following slate of national
officers at the meeting of the National Council in Chicago in December:
President James McBath
Vice President Austin Freeley
Secretary TheodoreWalwik
Treasurer Kenneth Hance
In addition to the above national officers, three Members-at-Large of the
National Council wiU be nominated. They are: Annabel Hagood, Peter
Kane, and Leroy Laase.
Wayne C. Eubank, Chairman
Wayne Brockriede
Robert Weiss
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NEW INITIATES OF DELTA SIGMA RHO-
TAU KAPPA ALPHA
1967-1968
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
Nancy Miles Callahan
Joe James Estep
Janet Lynn Pruitt
John Anthony Troxler
ALBION COLLEGE
Carol L\ nn Cole
AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Mary D. Fisher
Lewis Wendell Page
Michael Tyrone Peace
BEREA COLLEGE
Larry Wayne Bowman
BIRMINGHAM-SOUTHERN COLLEGE
Roscoe Ben Ilogan
Robin Ann Mays
UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
Gary Donald Anderson
Richard Derman
James Thomas Hyslop
Carol Metzler
Jefirey Stuart Penner
Barbara Decter Weisbart
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Charles Richard Burress III
Charles Louis Mitchell
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
Joseph Frederick Frasch
Lycliii Stella Hasecke
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
William Robert Bubington, Jr,
Get)rge Alfred Matter (at large)
John Howard Northwall (at large)
James Gambrell Bobbins (at large)
CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY
James Michael Gaughan
Ruth xMary Kruce
Paul James LaPiizza
James Michael Moore
Kathleen Marie Muhlenkort
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
Donald A. Coffin
Dennis Alan Kendig
Ben Arthur Rich
Richard Alan Dean
Judith Ann Edsbom
Bonnie Sue Janzen
DENISON UNIVERSITY
Robert S. Duncan
James Serianni
DICKINSON COLLEGE
Barry William Lynn
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE
Paul E. Fick
Linda Kay Hock
Joel O. Sechrist
Jobie Rilcy (at large)
EMORY UNIVERSITY
Marshall Alan Baughciun
Joseph Whit^vo^th Newman
Richard Kennon Willard
EMORY AND HENRY
Janice Lee Jones
James William Holt
George WTUiam Lambie
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
John Richard Carrigan
Susan Louise Feagin
Roy Anthony Werner
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Mark Alarj Dickerson
GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
Dennis Wayne Arrow
Stepl^en Ridgway Kemsberg
William Paul Toutant
HAMPTON INSTITUTE
Shclvin Louise Hall
James Edward Jones
Marian Monta Smith (at large)
Rudolph E. Pierce
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UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
Richard Todd Eichler
Patricia Margaret Rose Maiorani
Claude Guy Schleuderer
UNIVERSITY OF HAV/AII
Sylvia Jean Kiosterud
Craig Byron Quick
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Russell Brian Grunden
Nancy Katherine Jochim
Lee Ronald Miller
Richard Farland Thayer
George Wade Allen
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Mark Tymon Hamer
Robert Jay Perkins
Richard Lee Speer (at large)
Dennis Michael White
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ned Alan Stockdale
Judee Kathelene Stringer
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Frank DeRubels
Robert Kim Walton
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Timothy Ray Futrell
KING'S COLLEGE
Joseph John O'Donnell
Brian Peter Sulhvan
Joseph John Van Jura
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
Bruce Charles Christ
Robert Joseph McGowan, Jr.
Stephen Paul Witham
MANCHESTER COLLEGE
Rosemary Jane Michael
Joy Diance Wills
MANKATO STATE
William John Barnhart
Gary Lee DeRemer
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Lawrence FUiot Sabbath
Karen Marie Vandermause
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
Wallace J. Thies
John David Lewinski (at large)
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Albert Stephen Daggett
Marlene Fine
Ruth Lee Goldfarb (at large)
Matthew WiUiam Novak
Susan Louise Zwilling
MERCER UNIVERSITY
Joseph Reed Banks
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Daniel S. Schwartz
Harold J. Stanley
MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Lora Beth Charlesworth
Linda Cooper
Nancy Beth Kelly
Andrea Lynn Matze
Donald Ray Meneffe
Daniel Raymond Ritchey
Jack A. Samosky (at large)
Karen Ann Ujcic
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Donald Paul Racheter
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
David Andrew Case
Charles Philip Humphreys
Harold Douglas Laycock
Loren James Anderson
Claudia Jeanne Bakken
Richard Douglas Bowen
Philip Matthew Moilanen
David Frederick Morris
Thomas Joseph Plachta
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Donald Paul Jones
Mark Leslie Knutson
Randall D. B. Tigue
Warren Herbert Welter
James Carlyle Whelpley
Alfred Peter Zdrazil
MORGAN STATE
Roderick Porter
Herbert Clifton
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Othal Smith
MUSKINGUM COLLEGE
Dennis D. Berkey
Linda W. Fnstrom
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
Nancy Jane Goiifal
Sharon Alice Wentzel
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
Bryan Lee Bilyeu
James Albert Conton
Greg Duane Corn
Carol Avansino Martini
Michael Edward Stano
Patricia Tullis
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
Charles William LaGrave
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
Mary Assing
Susan Eliiine. Eide
Paul H. Lewellan
Coriiine Eileen Lovik
OBERLIN COLLEGE
Allan Harvey Rappaport
OHIO UNIVERSITY
Nancy Lee Doerr
Linda Louise Kurtz
Kathleen Anne Loge
Henri Gregor Rigo
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Harold Dean Conley
John Cameron Hall
Carl Anthony Klein
Betty Aim Mathis
OHIO WESLEYAN
Susan E. Phillips
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
T. Patrick Feeney
Maureen L. Grogan
Leonard Carl Johnson
Susan Ann Moore
Daniel Lee McFarling
Bormie Lou Watkins
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
Robert B. Emerson
Gail Louise Harrison
Wayne Edward Stoval
Victoria Ann Pickering
Estiicr Joy Cayentano
Scott R. Hitchcock
Karen Ruth Scheller
PENN. STATE UNIVERSITY
Leonard Robert Berkowitz
William George Davey
Donna Faye Levenson
Virginia Anne Morgan
John Wallace Wortham, Jr.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Stephen Fay Atkinson
Lois Merle Kaplan
J. Alan Miller
John W. Monsma (at large)
Herman Russell Nichols
RANDOLPH-MACON COLLEGE
Don Curtis Sherwood
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
Mark Scott Spangler
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY
Joseph Albert Hallatt
John Alan Day
Cynthia Ann KussmauJ
Stephen Michael Shore
Ray David Unger
ST. ANSELM'S COLLEGE
Paul Kevin Casey
James Francis Green
Kent Francis Moors
SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
Mary Lynn Dovith
Thomas Brad Bishop (at large)
James G. Etheredge
Gary L. Walker
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Randolph Barre
Robert M. Jones
Shervi L. Piekney
Bruce Edward Thompson
Gregory William Byrne
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
A) Brosz
James Winckler
Judith Ann Groeneveld
Michael Alan Turchen
Curtis Bernard Uhre
Robert Allen Emry
Th(jmas George Johnson
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SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
Eric Droolin Archer
Grover Hartt, III
Alexis Kristine Pedden
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
COLLEGE
Mary Frances Anderson
David Houston Dunlap
Ross Everett Eshelman
Charles Harry Cook
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
SANTA BARBARA
Michael Steven Dillion
Catherine Rita Edwards
Janet Leigh Meki
Susanne Mary Morgan
Susan Cay Powell
Janis Louise Turner
Moonyeen Webb
Steven Anthony Ward
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Walter R. Fisher (at large)
Marc Douglas Ruth
STANFORD
Frank Edward Allen
Howard Clenn Amett
Robert Duane Cory
Oliver Thomas Johnson
Terry Robert Margerum
Ronald Michael Oster
Shirley Ann Peppers
Kenneth Joe Philpot
Craig Franklin Schindler
Joseph Elliot Thurman
Kenneth E. Mosier (at large)
A. R. Driessel (at large)
SUSQUEHANNA
Larry D. Augustine (at large)
Robert Rmce Donmoyer
Anita Cayle Claycomb
Samuel David Clapper
David Norton Crubb
Nancy Aline Hamor
Cail Dianne Mason
Richard Cordon Poinsett
Laura Emily Scaife
Wilham Stevens Shipman, Jr.
Wayne AUen Cill
Victor Joe Lazarow
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Charles Perer Bieleck
Thomas Howard Owen (at large)
Bruce Anthony Petito
Robert Wayne Putnam
Paul S. Seranza
Robert James ViteUo
UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA
Jack H. Bertsch
C. Doren Tharp
Frances Regina Allen (at large)
Donna Lee Burkett
Robert Eric Christie
Ronald Elmer Eckstein
Hugh Price Fellows (at large)
Donald Louis Fredgant
William Warren Creico
Frederick Carl Meyers
John Joseph Muhy, Jr.
Robert B. Spence
Billy Wayne Welborn
Richard S. Wright
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
Sylvia Jancie McPherson
Charles Michael Norton
Linda Sue Rains
TEMPLE
Michael E. Volpe
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
David John Andrews
Gerald M. Birnherg
Marlene Krafcheck
Michael Wilham Morgan
James Frederick Oiesen
David Miller Robinson
Jeffrey Graham Seward
David Kenneth Shackelford
Theodore Rolf Windecker
TEXAS TECH
Janet Mae Ahernethy
John Douglas Andrews
Brinkley Loy Oxford
Robert Arthur Trapp
URSINUS COLLEGE
Warren Richard Bladys, Jr.
Kenneth John MacLeod
Joseph Edward Vannucchi
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Peter Mxirdock Dixon
Stephen Floyd ITutchinson
Eniie William Jones
Larry Ralph Keller
Jann Lillian Lund
David Grossen Wood
Leo DeCress Brown
Wayne Kim Horiiichi
Thomas Tiunao Kariva
William ITamian King
Susan Nelson
Douglas Cannon Smitli
William Mack Stoddard
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Jay Lloyd Ankcney
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Hamilton Phillips Fox III
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
James Kilbum Asselstine
WABASH COLLEGE
Jeffrey Scott Davidson
Jeffrey Scott Nickloy
Charles Jesse Todd
WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON
COLLEGE
McClellan A. DuBois
Louis Irving Garfunkcl
Richard Neal Harris
Mark Andrew Summers
James Howard Ta\ Ior
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Carol Jo Hesse
Patricia Mildred Maroushek
Rosemary Gail Nichols
Steven William King
Eric William Skopec
Lawrence Arthur CoUard Parr
WASHINGTON AND LEE
UNIVERSITY
Worth Thonuus Blackwcll
Arthur Moritz Meyer, Jr.
Charles Meyer Smith
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Robert Lynn Ivie
Dale Edward Peterson
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Joel Elliott Brooks
Pamela Joann Czapla
Valerie Cecile Jurkiewicz
Michael Floyd Miller
Colleen Ann Peterson
Leonard Eugene Roberts
Diane Maria Soubly
Timothy Winston
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Barney Glen Bull
William Littlepage Durham
Catlette Thompson Evans
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Toni Kay Fletcher
Gary Alan Eisner
Roger Allen Mattens
WESTMINSTER COLLEGE
Arthur James Rowbotham
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
David Kenneth Holden Cantor
Corey Mitchell Rosen
David Kurl Stevenson
Paul Summer Ryerson
WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Judie Marie Dansby
Verl Man'in Cox
WHiniER COLLEGE
Kenneth Jackson Lynch (at large)
Sharon Lee Schynkey
Harold Thompson, Jr. (at large)
Winston Hoose
Jack Neil Swickard
William \Vardlaw
Raymond Buck Ferguson
Gilford CoiTiell Bisjak
Leonard Mussack
Maryanne Halliday
Gerhardt Buzz Schumpann
WILLIAMEHE UNIVERSITY
Wade Porter Bettis
Rush McNair Hoag
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Margaret Elizabeth Byrer
John Thomas Morelle
James Hodges Parker, Jr.
Ifoyd Edward Rossing
Richard William Sizemore
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-
MILV/AUKEE
Charles Samuel Bonamer
Ralph Ernest Sharpe
Kenneth H. Thames
WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY
Laura LaRue Franta
George Charles Galster
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Gerald H. Sanders (at large)
YALE UNIVERSITY
Steven Andrew Davis
Joel Philip Friedman
George Fdwin Golomb
Max Phillip Shapiro
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
Irving Bodner
Gary Marvin Epstein
Marc David Goldstein
Alan Sidney Rockoff
David Charles Shatz
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Chapters and Sponsors
Chapter Name, Address Foculty Sponsor
Alabama, University, Ala. — Annabel D. Hogood
Albion, Albion, Mich. D. Duane Angel
Alma, Almo, Mich. . Robert W. Smith
Americon, Washington, D. C. Jerome B, Polisky
Arkansos, Foyetteville, Ark. Jock Gregory
Auburn, Auburn, Ala — Marsha Trew
Ball State, Muncie, Ind Dovid W. Shepord
Bates, Lewiston, Moine Brooks Quimby
Berea, Bereo, Ky. Margoret D. McCoy
Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Ala Sidney R. Hill, Jr.
Boston, Boston, Mass.
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn. C. F. Evans, Jr.
Bridgewoter, Bridgewater, Va. Roger E. Soppington
Brighom Young, Provo, Utah - Jed J. Richardson
Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y. Donald Springen
Brown, Providence, R. I. —-
Bucknell, Lewisburg, Pa Frank W. Merritt
Butler, Indionapolis, Ind. Nichoios M. Cripe
California State, Long Beach, Calif. Reto E. Gilbert
Copital, Columbus, Ohio Thomas S. Ludlum
Case Institute of Technology, Clevelond, Ohio Donald Marston
Chicago, Chicogo, III. . Richord L. LoVarnwoy
Cincinnati, Cincinnoti, Ohio Rudolph F. Verderber
Clemson, Clemson, S. C. - Arthur Fear
Colgate, Homiltcn, N. Y. H. G. Behler
Colorodo, Boulder, Colo. George Matter
Colorodo, Colorado Springs, Colo James A. Johnson
Connecticut, Storrs, Conn. John W. Vlandis
Cornell, Ithaco, N. Y. ... Arthur W. Rovine
Cornell, Mt. Vernon, Iowa Walter F. Stromer
Creighton, Omoha, Neb. Rev. H. J. McAuliffe, S.J.
C. W. Post College of L. I. Univ., Greenvale, N. Y. Arthur N. Kruger
Dartmouth, Hanover, N. H Herbert L. James
Dovidson, Dovidson, N. C Rev. Will Terry
Denison, Granville, Ohio W. R. Dresser
Denver, Denver, Colorado Glen Strickland
DePauw, Greencostle, Ind. Robert O. Weiss
Dickinson, Carlisle, Pa Herbert Wing
Duke, Durham, N. C. Joseph Coble Weotherby
Eastern Kentucky State, Richmond, Ky. Aimee Alexander, Robert King
Elmiro, Elmiro, N. Y. (Mrs.) Betty G. Gardner
Emerson, Boston, Mass. John C. Zochcris
Emory ond Henry, Emory, Va H. Alan Pickrell
Emory, Atlanta, Go. Glenn Pelham
Evansville, Evansville, Ind Lynne J. MIody
Florido, Gainesville, Fla. Donald E. Willioms
Florido State, Tallahassee, Fla - Gregg Phifer
Georgia, Athens, Go. - Richard C. Husemon
George Washington, Woshington, D. C George F. Henigan, Jr.
Grinned, Grinned, Iowa William Vanderpool
Homilton, Clinton, N. Y J. Franklin Hunt
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Chapter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
Hompden-Sydney, Hampden-Sydney, Va D. M. Allan
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Vo. Morion Smith
Honover, Honover, Ind Stonley B. Wheoter
Hortford, Hortford, Conn. Molthon Anopol
Howoii, Honolulu, Howoii Deon Ellis
Hirom, Hirom, Ohio Fronk llersich
Howord, Washington, D. C. Poul M. Tendler
Idoho, Moscow, Idoho Ernest Ettlich
Illinois, Urbono, III Joseph W. Wenzel
Indiono, Bloomington, Ind. E. C. Chenoweth
Indiono Stote, Terre Houte, Ind. Otis J. Aggertt
lowo Stote, Ames, lowo Jomes Weover
lowo, Stote College of Cedor Foils, lowo Lillion R. Wogner
lowo, lowo City, lowo Gene Eokins
John Corroll, Clevelond, Ohio Austin J. Freeley
Konsos, Lowrence, Konsos Donn W. Porson
Konsos Stote, Monhotton, Konsos Jock Kingsley
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. Gifford BIyton
Kings, Wilkes Borre, Po. Robert E. Connelly
Knox, Golesburg, III. Donold L. Torrence
Lehigh, Bethlehem, Po. H. Borrett Dovis
Lincoln Memoriol, Horrogote, Tenn. Eorl H. Smith
Louisiono Stote, Boton Rouge, Lo Horold Mixon
Loyolo, Boltimore, Md. Stephen W. McNiernoy
Loyola, Chicogo, III Donold J. Stinson
Monchester, North Monchester, Ind. Ronold D. Aungst
Monkoto Stote, Monkoto, Minn. Lorry Schnoor
Morquette, Milwoukee, Wise. John Lewinski
Morylond, College Pork, Md Jon M. Fitzgerold
Mossochusetts, Amherst, Moss. Ronold Motion
Memphis Stote, Memphis, Tenn. Chorles Wise
Mercer, Mocon, Georgio
Miomi, Corol Gobies, Flo. J. Robert Olion
Miomi, Oxford, Ohio Jock A. Somosky
Michigon, Ann Arbor, Mich. C. Williom Colburn
Michigon Stote, Eost Loosing, Mich. Ted R. Jockson
Middlebury, Middlebury, Vt. Dole DeLetis
Minnesoto, Minneapolis, Minn. Bernord L. Brock
Missouri, Columbio, Mo Phil Emmert
Montono, Missoulo, Mont. Robert Boren
Morehouse, Atlonto, Go. Robert Brisbone
Morgon Stote, Boltimore, Md. Horold B. Chinn
Mount Mercy, Pittsburgh, Po. Thomos A. Hopkins
Murroy Stote, Murroy, Ky. Jomes Albert Trocy
Muskingum, New Concord, Ohio Judson Ellerton
Nebrosko, Lincoln, Neb. Donold O. Olson
Nevodo, Reno, Nev. Robert S. Griffin
New Hompshire, Durhom, N. H. Williom O. Gilsdorp
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M. W. C. Eubonk
New Mexico Highlonds, Los Vegos, N. M. Wolter F. Brunet
New York (Univ. Hts.), New York, N. Y. Jock Hosch
New York (Wosh. Sq.), New York, N. Y Horold R. Ross
North Corolino, Chopel Hill, N. C Donold K. Springen
North Dokoto, Grond Forks, N. D Troy T. Boker
Northwestern, Evonston, III. Thomas B. McCloin
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Chapter Nome, Address Foculty Sponsor
Notre Dame, Notre Dome, Ind. ..
Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio
Occidental, Los Angeles, Calif.
Ohio, Athens, Ohio
Ohio Stofe, Columbus, Ohio
Ohio Wesleyon, Delaware, Ohio ..
Oklahomo, Normon, Oklo.
Oregon, Eugene, Ore
Oregon Stote, Corvoliis, Ore
. Leonard Sommer
.. Daniel M. Roher
Franklin Modisett
Ted J. Foster
Harold Lawson
Ed Robinson
Paul Barefield
„ W. Scott Nobles
Thurston E. Doier
Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore
Pennsyivonio, Philodeiphio, Pa
Pennsylvonio State, University Park, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Po
Purdue, Lafayette, Ind.
Albert C. Hingston
Miceoi P. Carr
... Clayton H. Schug
Thomos Kane
John Monsmo
Queens College, Flushing, N. Y. .
Rondolph-Mocon, Ashlond, Vo
Rhode Islond, Kingston, R. I
Richmond, Richmond, Va
Roonoke, Solem, Vo.
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N. Y.
Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J. —
St. Anselm's, Manchester, N. H.
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn
St. Lowrence, Canton, N, Y.
Samford University, Birminghom, Alo. . ..
Son Francisco State, Son Francisco, Calif
University of Colifornio, Sonto Borbora, Calif,
South Carolina, Columbio, S. C
South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D. .
Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif
Southern Methodist, Dollos, Texos
Southwest Missouri Stote, Springfield, Mo .
Spring Hill College, Mobile, Alo.
Stonford, Polo Alto, Colif.
State Univ. of N. Y. at Albony, Albany, N. Y. . .
State Univ. of N. Y., Horpur College, Binghomton .
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y
Howard I. Streifford
Edgor E. MocDonold
L. Patrick Devlin
Max Graeper
William R. Coulter
. Joseph Fitzpotrick
.. E. James Goodwin
-  John A. Lynch
.... Williom R, McCleory
Robert N. Monning
Brod Bishop
Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
Kathy Corey
Merrill G. Chrisfophersen
Hal R. Upchurch
Jomes McBath
Virginia Gandy
.  -- — Holt Spicer
Bettie Hudgens
Kenneth E. Mosier
Jeanine Rice
Eugene Vosilew
- Paul R. McKee
Temple, Philadelphia, Po
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Texas, Austin, Texas
Texos Technological, Lubbock, Texas
Tulone, New Orleons, Lo
Ursinus, Collegeviile, Pa
Utoh, Solt Loke City, Utoh
Utoh Stote, Logon, Utah
Ralph Towne
Normo C. Cook
J. Rex Wier
.. P. Merville Larson
. Alex B. Locey, Jr.
Joseph E. Vonnucchi
George A. Adomson
Rex E. Robinson
Vonderbilt, Nashville, Tenn.
Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Virginia Polytechnic, Blocksburg, Vo.
Wabosh, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Woke Forest, Winston-Solem, N. C. .
Randall M. Fisher
Robert Huber
John Graham
E. A. Honcock
Joseph O'Rourke, Jr.
Merwyn Hoyes
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Woshington, St. Louis, Mo. Herbert E. Metz
Washington, Seattle, Wash. Robert Halle
Woshington and Jefferson, Washington, Po. Robert J. Brindley
Washington and Lee, Lexington, Va. William W. Chaffin
Washington State, Pullman, Wosh Janice Miller
Wayne Stote, Detroit, Mich George W. Ziegelmueller
Woynesburg, Woynesburg, Pa Deborah M. Blockwood
Weber State, Ogden, Utah .. John B. Hebestreet
Wesleyan, Middletown, Conn. Marguerite G. Petty
Western Kentucky State, Bowling Green, Ky. Rondoll Copps
Western Michigan, Kolomozoo, Mich. . Charles R. Helgesen,
Deldee Herman
Western Reserve, Clevelond, Ohio , , Clair Henderlider
Westminster, New Wilmington, Pa. Walter E. Scheid
West Virginio, Morgontown, W. Va William L. Bornett
Whittier, Whittier, Calif. Gerold G. Poul
Wichita Stote, Wichita, Kansas Mel Moorhouse
Willamette, Salem, Ore. . Howard W. Runkel
William and Mory, Williamsburg, Vo. - - Donald L. McConkey
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis Winston L. Brembeck
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwoukee, Wis. Raymond H. Myers
Wittenburg, Springfield, Ohio Ernest Doyka
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio Gerald H. Sanders
Wyoming, Loromie, Wyo. . . . B. Wayne Collowoy
Xavier, Cincinnati, Ohio Rev. Vincent C. Horrigon, S.J.
Yale, New Haven, Conn Rollin G. Osterweis
Yeshivo, New York, N. Y David Fleisher
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